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1.0 Introduction

.
Location map: Garmony in red

Mull Community Sports Hub is
a venture driven by The Isle of
Mull Rugby Club and supported
by Islanders and Mull & Iona
Community Trust (MICT). The
demand for indoor sports facilities
on Mull is established and Islanders
want a suitable hub to be created.
Their preferred location identified
for an indoor sports hall is at
Garmony, Craignure, where there
are existing outdoor sports facilities
managed by Mull Rugby Club.
The Garmony facilities already cater
for many outdoor sports including
rugby, soccer, shinty, hockey, motor
cross, the half marathon, athletics,
Senior and Junior Mull Schools
Sports days. User organisations
include: Mull Rugby Club, Intervillage soccer, Mull Car Club, Active
Schools, Argyll and Bute Sports
Development Officers, Tobermory
High School, all six Mull Primary
Schools and the Salen Resource
Centre.

Further considerations are that
the proposals need to compliment
the existing facilities at Mull Rugby
clubhouse.
The community is exploring a
business case for promoting the
venue for functions and events
such as bike trails, craft & produce
markets, running a cafe from the
catering kitchen.
Preferred outcomes:
An inspiring building design that
shows how the facilities may be
provided on the site, what it looks
like and what materials are used.
Identification of relevant precedent
example projects, for reference.

An outline specification of materials,
finishes and fittings for the building.
An indication of the potential costs
and ways to practically achieve the
vision of indoor sports facilities on
the Isle of Mull, for the benefit of
islanders.
An action list that identifies the next
steps for the project.
A list of sources for potential
funding opportunities.
The information presented may be
used for public consultation and to
support funding applications for the
capital costs of the proposals.

The brief for the facilities has 3 key
requirements:
1. An indoor Sports Hall: multisport basketball/ 4 court sized
2. Changing facilities for users
3. Full disabled access
Other requirements are for storage
space for sports equipment, low
energy solutions and access to the
outdoor pitches.
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2.0 The site: Appraisal & background
Location:
The facilities at Garmony are well
established and located centrally
on Mull Lat. 56 49726º N: Long.
-5 78074º W. This is within easy
reach for all islanders off the A849
road. It is close to Craignure and to
Fishnish, where car ferries connect
to the mainland.
Background:
There are currently no indoor sports
facilities on Mull. Today Mull has a
population of approximately 3000.
The island has been continually
inhabited since 6500BC and there
has been a settlement at Garmony
for over 350 years.
On Sunday 30th July, 1978 the
first game of rugby was played
and won on Mull! Shortly after,
the Isle of Mull RFC was formed
and has thrived under what can
only be described as arduous
Garmony aerial view
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conditions. The Garmony pitches
were constructed in 1989 and the
changing rooms completed in 1994.
The site is owned by Mull Rugby
Club.
Current facilities include:
•
2Nr. rugby/football pitches
•
18Nr. car parking spaces
•
1Nr. disabled parking space
•
A 280m² clubhouse
The clubhouse presently has the
following accommodation:
•
Club Room
•
Bar
•
Kitchen
•
Male, Female & Disabled WCs
•
2Nr. Changing / Shower
Rooms
•
Referee facilities
•
Storage
Additional changing facilities are
needed for the indoor hall. The site

1912

is north of the existing single storey
clubhouse with a N-S alignment.
There is an overhead power line
nearby and this may require to
be moved clear of the proposed
building.
New additional car parking will
be provided to the west of the
club house. The land for this
was purchased from Forestry
Commission with help of Awards
for All. Planning approval is also
in place.
The site has mains electricity and
a private water supply (capacity to
be confirmed). Soil waste is to a
septic tank.
There is a right of way through the
car park along the old road.

1921
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2.0 The site: Planning considerations

The established pattern of
development in Garmony would
support development proposals
immediately to the north and south
of the existing clubhouse.
The relevant local plan polices are:
Tour1: tourist facilities
Serv 1-4: sewage & wastewater
Tran 1: Access & right of way
Tran 2: public transport access
Tran 3: special needs provision
Tran 6: parking
Rec 1: sport, leisure, recreation
Rec 2: safeguarding land
Com 1: community facility develop
Ren 1-3: renewables
The current use and the proposals
are compatible and a planning
application should be considered
accordingly.

LOCAL PLAN DEVELOPMENT CONTROL ZONES
1:25000

EXTRACT A
1:10000

sports hall &
clubhouse

pitches
A849

The site is designated in the Argyll
and Bute Local Plan as a Rural
Opportunity Area (ROA). ROA’s
are considered to have a general
capacity for high quality, small-scale
development to take place provided
any proposal is consistent with all
other policies of the Structure and
Local Plan.

A

Main Road
Minor Road
Watercourse
Rural Opportunity Area
Countryside Around
Settlement
Sensitive Countryside
Very Sensitive Countryside
Greenbelt
Settlement Zones
Planning Area
National Park
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3.0 The building: Design criteria
The proposal is part of a long term programme of improvement
and expansion of sports facilities at Garmony, with the ultimate
goal of creating a sustainable community sports hub on the Island
of Mull. The Sports hub will provide:
•
Full disabled accessible facilities.
•
A multi-use basketball/ four court sized sports hall
•
Male and female changing rooms
•
Team conditioning room
•
A multi-use meeting room with views over facilities
•
A new environmental heating system
•
Access to the clubhouse facilities and playing fields.
The hub is to be self managed by users i.e. it must be able to
function without a need for full-time staff. There is established
guidance for functional standards in indoor sports halls and the
proposals will achieve these criteria as follows:
Sportscotland is keen to encourage participation in sporting activity
by people of all ages. In pursuit of this objective they are aware
of the need to promote buildings with low running costs, thereby
enabling cost of participation to be maintained at an affordable
level. They are particularly keen to attract small children and their
carers, people with disabilities, ethnic minorities and the elderly, all
of whom can benefit from enhanced fitness and social interaction.
Daylight:
Improving daytime indoor environments is seen as a significant
aspect of improving utilisation by user groups. Daylight is
perceived as offering particularly attractive opportunities. Creative
approaches to the design of naturally lit, energy efficient and safe,
modern sports hall design are achievable.
Artificial lighting:
In multi-purpose sports halls lighting should use fluorescent light
fittings with multiple lamps, which reduces glare and maintains

uniformity at different illumination levels. Artificial light level to
EN12193:2007 nominally 500 lux training standard for most indoor
sports.
Wall Reflectance:
Light wall colours are preferred. For example a reflectance of
0.7 may be achieved with white painted walls, soffit/ ceiling. It is
important to provide adequate contrast with and improved visibility
of ball/ shuttlecock against the background wall colour.
Heating:
An overall minimum air temperature of 12°C to 16°C is adequate
for active sports, whereas 20°C may be more appropriate for social
use or more sedentary activity.
Sports halls usually have high ceilings and often, it is only the
lowest two metres of the building which require heating. Therefore
it becomes very wasteful and costly to heat the entire volume of
the building, especially when the facility requires flexible use.
Ventilation:
High ventilation rates will be needed for a sports hall, but heating
large quantities of outside air is energy intensive. Consequently,
the strategy should seek to decouple the heating and the
ventilation so that the spaces may be maintained at comfortable
temperatures ready for use, with ventilation linked to occupancy.
If ventilation rates are coupled to air quality control, then fresh air is
provided only at the required rate, saving fan power and heating
energy. Low levels of fresh air can be provided passively through
motorised dampers at high level, while additional ventilation could
be provided by fans at high level which also provide large volumes
of fresh air in summer to cool the space.
Ventilation Design Parameters:
Design ventilation rate 1.5 Air changes per hour (ACHR)
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3.0 The building: Design rationale
The layout achieves the optimal
arrangement on the site. It
suits phasing, access and
the topography. It minimises
affecting the existing facilities,
defines the entrance and meets
all the requirements of a multiuse sports hall and changing
facilities.
The natural point of entry
is sheltered at the centre of
the complex with a direct
connection to the parking area.
This is expressed in the
massing of the building and
orientation of windows with
views to the playing fields and
landscape beyond.

Children’s
play area

sewage
treatment plant

Site layout

Accommodation comprises:
Vestibule 10.5m2
Foyer 21m2
Stair: 13m2 at each floor
Changing facilities/WCs: 68m2
Sports Hall: 544m2
Storage: 24m2
Plant room 3m2
Cleaner store: 1.4m2
Circulation: 21m2
Multi-purpose room: 60m2
Team conditioning: 33m2
Internal area: 826m2 (excludes
external ramps, plinths etc)
View West to clubhouse and Sports Hall
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3.0 The building: Design rationale
The design is attuned with
opportunities to create multisports facilities at Garmony.
The area of the playing fields
is suitable for a cricket pitch to
be created, with the wickets in
a‘protected area’ between the
two rugby/ football pitches. This
would promote summer use
of the pitches and compliment
indoor nets for winter practice in
the sports hall.
Cricket Scotland Development
Trust http://www.csdt.org.uk/
CSDT/Welcome.html
actively supports the education,
development and well being
of children and young people
within Scotland through the
game of Cricket. It may provide
financial support and this is
dependent upon the formation
of a Cricket Club.

View West across proposed cricket/ rugby/ football pitches

Changing facilities are
at ground floor whilst a
conditioning room for team core
fitness and a multi-use meeting
room are located at a first floor
level. Space is provided for
a platform lift should this be
required.

Sections through the entrance block
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3.0 The building: Design proposals

Existing clubhouse

Ground floor plan of Sports Hall
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3.0 The building: Design proposals

Existing clubhouse

First floor plan of multi-function room & conditioning room
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3.0 The building: Option 1 elevations

East elevation

South elevation

North elevation

West (entrance) elevation
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3.0 The building: Option 1 views

Sports Hall: view east to 1fl multi-function room

1fl multi-function room
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3.0 The building: Option 2- no 1fl

East elevation

South elevation

North elevation

West (entrance) elevation
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3.0 The building: Option 2- no 1fl

Sports Hall: view east

Foyer: view east
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3.0 The building: environmental proposals
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3.0 The building: Sustainability
The site benefits from a mains
water supply and mains
electricity. The planning
design guidance promotes
the application of appropriate
sustainable technologies.
Sewage:
The proposed increased
provision of sanitary facilities
may require a new sewage
system. There is an existing
septic tank that serves the
clubhouse. The capacity of this
unit is not known and should be
confirmed to ensure that it has
sufficient capacity to be future
proofed for the expansion. A
new treatment plant can be
specified to cope with the
increased demand of the Sports
Hall and proposed bunkhouse.
The unit would be able to
discharge clean water into the
adjacent water course.

Electricity:
The existing mains service may
be supplemented by a micro
wind turbine. Initial datalogger
analysis by Mullrenewables
indicates that 8000-9000kWhr/
yr is a realistic output from one
Proven 7 turbine (3m diam,
11m high). The building energy
demand should be checked to
confirm the number of turbines
required. e.g. An electric combiboiler is 14.4kW.
Scottish Power propose to
reposition overhead power
lines at Garmony. This is also
necessary to suit the new hall.
It may be possible to negotiate
the provision of a new 3 phase
supply, if it is necessary.
All light fittings will have
energy efficient lamps and
WCs/ changing room lighting
can be PIR activated.

Heating, hot water ventilation:
An Electric combi boiler: e.g.
ACV Etech S 290 unit or eq &
approved to specialist design,
Also, DHWS storage tanks
e.g. SmartLine SL420 coupled
with electric combi unit.

Natural ventilation from ‘Windcatchers’ from sports hall, mechanical heat exchange vents to
changing rooms.

Sustainable development is
encouraged by The Scottish
Sustainable Communities
Initiative (SSCI). Successful
proposals will benefit from
support in progressing through
regulatory processes and
assistance with masterplanning,
and innovative community
engagement, whilst securing a
clear route through the planning
system without Government
involvement.

Water conservation:
Rain water from the roof
can be harvested, pumped
and stored for WC flushing.
Percussion valves can be
fitted to taps & showers.
There are various options for
heating a sports hall. The
other parts of the building
will also require heating.
Underfloor may be the optimal
solution.
a. LPHW underfloor heating
or,
b. electric underfloor heating
Please refer to the comparison
diagram for Sport Hall heating
systems.
Additional hot water could be
provided by wet solar panelsideally mounted on the south
facing gable and coupled to
the DHWS tanks.

(as described in section 7.0)
for this. The capital cost of
installing renewables may be
higher than traditional systems
and this can be offset by
reduced running costs over the
lifespan of the building.

Grant funding for wind power
and renewables can be
obtained through the Scottish
Government Community and
Renewable Energy Scheme.
There are also various funds

City Architecture Office is a
member of SEDA (The Scottish
Ecological Design Association)
and have assisted clients to
obtain grants for renewable
technologies through SCHRI
and the Energy Savings Trust.
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3.0 The building: Heating options
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4.0 Specification, costs & consultants
Building statistics Option 1
Main hall internal area:
Length 32m Width 17m = 544m2
Clear internal height 7.5m
GFL: Hall, changing, equip store etc:
9m L x 17m W = 153m2
1FL: 7.6m L x 17m W = 129m2
Total internal area: approx. 826m2
Outline specification of construction
materials & finishes:
Foundations:
Strip foundations are assumed,
subject to the findings of a site investigation report. An alternative is e.g.
a raft or piling
Floor:
Concrete floor slab (in-situ or beam &
block) . steps & ramps in concrete.
Structure:
Sports hall: Steel portal frame walls
& lattice steel roof joists, wind bracing/ racking to suit. The structure
is independent from the original
building.
Entrance block: Steel frame & timber
infill: The internal walls are timber
studs. Floors can be timber joists.
The escape stair is steel.
Envelope:
The external leaf is clad with fibre cement panels as a rainscreen over a
superinsulated metal frame. Timber
cladding is a durable larch or similar.
Internally lined with fermacell or
blockwork finish. The base course is
brickwork.

Roof:
The roof is a warm roof make up
covered with profiled sheeting. There
is potential for installing wet solar
and photovoltaic arrays to serve the
changing rooms.

Ventilation:
Natural ventilation from ‘Windcatchers’ in the sports hall, mechanical
heat exchange vents to changing
rooms. Sports Hall to achieve 1.5 air
changes per hour.

Roof apertures:
A smoke vent serves the sports hall.
Sunpipe style openings through the
main roof provide high levels of natural light. Over the stair and gfl hall is
a clearstorey light chute.

Services:
Existing mains electrical and private
water supplies to be used. New
electric combi boiler coupled to
DHWS tanks & pump & linked to wet
solar arrays. To reduce consumption, taps & showers to be water
Automatic control or percussion type.
Rainwater harvested and stored in
cold water tanks for WC flushing- 6L
cisterns to be fitted.

Glazing:
New windows & doors to be high
performance triple glazed and argon
filled to achieve a low U-value
Finishes:
Heating:- Under floor heating
throughout fed from electrically
powered combi boiler system.
Flooring:- Sprung engineered timber
stick to the sports hall and multi
purpose room. Inset barrier matting
to the entrance foyer area. Antislip vinyl to the entrance, changing
rooms, gym & internal stores. Tiling
to the showers.
Lighting:Artifical light level to EN12193:2007
nominally 500 lux training standard
for most indoor sports. 700 lux if
competition standard is required. Energy efficient compact fluorescent/
LED lights throughout.

SEPA approval will be required
should the sewage system be varied.
Car park:
by others, not included. Cycle parking: 10 racks provided
Internal finishes:
Cubicles, lockers and IP Systems
formed in solid core laminate panels.
Skirts and facings in MDF, painted.
Electrical switches & sockets MK
edge type or equal.
Walls:-low VOC water based mineral
paint finish over Fermacell in high
impact areas.

Main hall: electronic scoreboard,
multi-sport line markings
Showers & changing:- ceramic suites
& wall tiling
Doors:- solid core flush veneer
Ironmongery:- stainless steel
Comms:- Cat 5 & wireless hub
Cost: Indicative budget allowances:
The construction cost may be in the
region of £1.2 -1.5 million exclusive
of VAT, professional fees and statutory costs, based upon:
The gross footprint of the building (as
shown) is approximately 826m2.
A nominal £1,450/m2 rate is applied, then
Statutory costs from 1.04.2010:

Consultants:
A team of consultants will be
required to provide professional services in connection with the design
and construction of the extension.
The consultants required are:
Architect
Quantity surveyor
Structural engineer
Services engineer
CDM co-ordinator
The professional costs for a team of
consultants may be approximately
9% of the total construction cost.
Based upon a construction cost
of £1.2 million this may be in the
region of £90-100K for their services
across work stages from outline
design and construction to the final
account. Within that total, architects
fee may be in the region of £50-60K
for full services.

Planning fees:
The cost of an application for a nondomestic building is £319 per 75m2
or part thereof:
The building is approximately 826m2
£319 x 11 = £3,509.00
Building warrant lodging fees:
For any warrantable works valued at
£1.2 Million = £5,130.00

Ceilings:- mineral paint finish overplasterboard.
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5.0 Actions: The next design stages
The following actions to progress the
design are based upon Mull Community Sports instructions, following
the conclusion of the feasibility study
process, then securing the funding
necessary to continue the design.

ment can be extended to co-ordinate,
prepare and submit a building
warrant application for the detailed
technical design of the project.
This is then approved by the local
authority.

1. Sign off the design brief and the
concept design

If a traditional method of procurement is followed, the consultant
team then prepares Production Information including detailed drawings,
specification and a bill of quantities.

2. Extend the architect’s appointment to progress with the design and
lead a team of consultants to submit
a planning application for the agreed
scheme:
Work stage C- Outline design
Work stage D- Scheme design
3. Identify other consultants to work
on the scheme e.g. QS, Structural
engineer & Services engineer
4. In parallel with items 2 & 3, the
quantity surveyor undertakes a
budget cost appraisal of the outline
design, then prepares a preliminary
cost plan for the project.
5. Provide a draft programme for the
design process from outline design
to the tender stage.
Upon successful approval of the
planning application, the information
prepared via the above process can
be used to support funding applications and offer realistic targets and
expectations for the project.
Thereafter, the architect’s appoint-

This information forms the tender
package of information to be issued
to a range of prospective contractors
for them to submit prices on a like
for like basis.
The prices received are then evaluated and an appraisal report is made
to the client with recommendations.
A contractor is appointed in accordance with a standard building
contract, covering the start, duration
& completion of the works in accordance with the tendered package of
works.

Business Case:
The vehicle to realise the project may
need to be defined and stated. For
example:Mull Sports Hub is a charitable ‘not
for profit organisation’ which belongs
to the local community, is led by a
voluntary board of unpaid directors,
and is run by a paid and versatile
Management Team and staff.
A mission statement can also support the business case e.g.
Mull Community Sports seeks to:
•
•
•
•

Serve the exercise and leisure
needs of the island community
Provide facilities for the sports
needs of the High School and
the Primary Schools
Serve and support tourists and
other visitors to the area in their
exercise and leisure
Become a centre of excellence for healthy exercise for
Scotland.

The building is constructed and the
contract administered through to
practical completion, when the building is handed over and occupied.
There follows a twelve month defects
liability period at the end of which
any defective items identified are
rectified.
The final account is then issued.
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6.0 Precedents
Precedent examples of projects that
have similar & relevant attributes are
briefly described below:
Atlantis Leisure Centre, Oban
This is the nearest indoor sports
facility for Mull Islanders to use. The
building and facilities are more extensive than the Garmony proposals.
The centre is owned and operated
by Oban & Lorne Enterprise Ltd. The
building and land is leased to the
company by the Local authority.
The facilities include a multi-games
indoor sports hall, swimming pool,
gym, dance studios, squash & tennis courts, creche & soft play area,
sauna, climbing wall, meeting room,
outdoor play park.
A study of the project is contained
within a research booklet produced
by the Carnegie Trust titled, “Steps to
Successful Community-led Service
Provision in Rural Areas”. This covers many aspects from needs to best
practice.
Contact details:
Atlantis Leisure, Dalriach Road,
Oban, PA34 5JE
www.atlantisleisure.co.uk
MacTaggart Leisure Centre, Islay:
It is Islay’s only wet weather attraction and has 25,000 visitors per

annum. It is open 6 days a week, 52
weeks a year.
A community owned & managed
swimming pool & leisure centre. The
centre offers a wide range of courses
and activities including Aquacare,
Parent & Toddler Sessions, Rookies,
Holiday Programmes.
The facilities include a 25m pool,
fitness studio with gym training &
weights machines, sauna with disabled access.
There is a multi-functional activity
room for meetings, yoga, aerobics
and creche facilities.
There is a sports shop at the reception area. Wall mounted advertising
space is available to local businesses
for their products/ services.

continue over the winter months
with indoor bowls. The project will
provide much needed new facilities
which will enable a comprehensive
programme of youth training.
The project is well supported by various community groups in the locality
including Active Schools Initiative.
Funding Information:
* Total Project Costs: £181,570
* Total Eligible Costs: £181,570
* Public Match Funding: £95,500
* Private Match Funding: £9,870
* In Kind Match Funding: £9,000
* LEADER: £67,200
* LEADER percentage: 37%
Contact details:
Insch Institute Bowling Club
Michael Biddicombe t. 01467
981652

Contact details:
Islay & Jura Community Enterprises
Mactaggart Leisure Centre
School Street
Bowmore, Isle of Islay
PA43 7JS
www.mactaggartleisurecentre.co.uk
Insch Institute Sports Hall, Insch
A small community Sports Hall for
the benefit of Insch and surrounding
communities, managed by Insch
Institute Bowling Club.
It targets bowlers who wish to
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6.0 Precedents
Raasay Community Hall:
The siting and stepped section allows
the building to operate two ground
levels, pragmatically avoiding the
need for a lift, a complex piece of
kit to install on a remote island. The
plan is straightforward; a doubleheight hall is served from both
ends. On the lower ground floor the
kitchen, servery, toilets and changing
along with storage and plant at the
opposite end. On the upper level
there is an open flexible space that
overlooks the hall along with a meeting room and office, with external
stores for play equipment and landscape equipment on the opposite
side of the hall.
The structure of the hall is uncomplicated, a standard steel frame, clad in
a proprietary insulated panel system
then skinned both internally and externally. Internally the hall is lined in
birch plywood and oak flooring. The
building uses a ground-source heat
pump with underfloor heating and
a heat recovery ventilation system,
along with high levels of insulation
and thermal control.

The funding for the hall;
Big Lottery Fund (£200,000)
Highland Council (from 2 different
budgets) (£130,000) & Highland
2007 (£20,000)
Highlands & Islands Enterprise (Skye
& Wester Ross) (£247,000)
BBC Children in Need £35,000
European Regional Development
Fund £180,000
The Robertson Trust £15,000
Communities Scotland (from 2 different budgets) (£90,000)
Highlands & Islands Community
Energy Company (£28,760)
the Gannochy Trust (£20,000)
the Hugh Fraser Foundation
(£10,000)
Lloyds TSB (£6,500)
The RCA contributed £22,000

Raasay Community Hall
Built 2007-8
Budget cost £1.1 million (2007)
Client:
Raasay Community Association: A
company limited by guarantee
Company No 269183
Scottish Charity No SC036239
3 The Cottages
Inverarish
Isle of Raasay
IV40 8NT
e-Mail raasayweb@yahoo.com

The simplicity of the building illustrates a determination to raise the
project ambitions above the ordinary.

The main contractor went into
liquidation. The steel frame and roof
was erected by sub-contractor AJ
Construction.
The site preparation for the village
hall was undertaken by Hugh Mackay
Plant Hire.
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6.0 Precedents
The Dunblane Centre, Dunblane
The facilities were completed in
2004 and the cost was reportedly
£2 million. It comprises an Indoor
multi-purpose sports hall (3 badminton court) with high level spectator
gallery (accessed via ramps), natural
cross ventilation, underfloor heating,
court dividing nets.
Fitness studio with sound system
and mirrored walls for dance, yoga,
pilates etc.
There is a youth club area in the
foyer with internet cafe, seating, pool
table, table football, jukebox, plasma
tv, snack/drinks bar & vending
machines.
Small kitchen, admin office.
Changing/toilet/wash facilities,
function room with PA for meetings,
classes (drama, dance, music, martial arts etc) discos, parties.
Art room with benches, tables, sinks,
storage and lots of wall space.
Soundproof music room with recording equipment, instruments, editing
& writing software.
Sports Hall:
The timber floor is 26m x 17m and is
equipped for badminton (3 courts),
5-a-side football, netball, volleyball,
basketball, indoor bowling, new age
curling. There is a bouncy castle and
soft play equipment for children.

Funding for the Centre largely came
from the Dunblane Community Trust,
with a large grant from SportScotland, Lottery Fund and additional
donations from other individuals
and organisations, including the
Dunblane Golf Club and the No Guns
Fund.
Form of organisation:
The Dunblane Youth and Sports
Centre Trust - Scottish Charity SC
027397. There is currently a board
of Trustees/Directors (the DYSCT is a
company limited by guarantee) who
meet regularly, along with a number
of co-opted individuals.

parties, drama, classes, live music
events, bands nights and discos.
Contact details:
Steve Birnie: Chairman of the Trust
Dunblane Centre
Stirling Road, Dunblane, FK15 9EYwww.dunblanecentre.co.uk

Climbing wall:
This is another sport activity option
to consider within a multi-sports hall.

The running cost of the Centre is
dependent on the fees and membership paid by users of the Centre and
careful management of the facilities.
It employs 11 people.
The Dunblane Centre is not funded
by the council and therefore must be
self sufficient. The annual running
costs are approximately £150,000.
Overall responsibility for the Centre
rests with the Trustees/Directors.
Day to day running of the Centre is by
the Centre Manager who reports to
the Trustees.
The Function Room can be hired
by individuals or groups of all ages.
Some of the regular uses include:
meetings and training sessions,
martial arts, children’s birthday
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6.0 Precedents
Aberdeen Regional Sports Centre:
The centre includes an indoor synthetic football pitch, indoor athletics
centre, 9-court sports hall, fitness
centre, dance studio, other sports
facilities and a cafe.
Sportscotland commited up to £7m
towards the £24.5m Grampian Regional Sports Facility at the Chris Anderson Stadium Project in Aberdeen,
which includes £2m of sportscotland
Lottery funding.
£17.4m funding was equally supplied
from Aberdeen City Council and
Aberdeen University.
The three-storey building maximises
natural daylight and has a local combined heat and power plant.
The building has an active frontage
with a civic identity. The portico
provides a covered area for people
waiting for their team mates. Large
sliding windows allow the café to
extend outdoors during the summer
months.

ing, boxing and table tennis can also
be catered for.
The area can be divided into three
separate sections, and has fixed
spectator seating overlooking the
hall, as well as portable bleacher
seating, which can be used for
events.
This is a very flexible area which
provides the perfect venue for
casual games, training, or national
competitions.

throughout the complex instead of
vinyl or tiles.
Further information regarding prices
and booking is available at:
http://www.aberdeensportsvillage.
com/facilities/prices/
http://www.aberdeensportsvillage.
com/facilities/sports-bookable/
sports-hall/

A high level of even natural light
is provided by 12 large rooflights
positioned directly above the space
between the badminton courts to
avoid unwanted glare.
The blue colour on the walls provides
an excellent background against
which to view fast moving sports
balls and shuttlecocks.
A resin flooring system is used

The large sports hall provides a
venue for a range of sports and
activities, both for training and for
competition purposes. The hall has
a sprung timber floor with markings
for badminton, netball, basketball,
volleyball and indoor hockey, and
integral netting systems allow for
multiple cricket and archery bays.
In addition, sports such as trampolin-
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7.0 Potential funders
Smaller funders such as Awards for All, the Scottish Community Foundation,
HBOS foundation and so on, might be approached for specific elements. The
list below highlights those funders who may have substantial sums to offer.
Further and detailed research may be undertaken to establish an appropriate
shortlist of potential pots of funding focused on the project. A final list should
be agreed by Mull Community Sports for inclusion in their business plan.

Esmee Fairbairn
The Main Fund distributes about two-thirds of their funding and supports work
that focuses on the UK’s cultural life, education, the natural environment and
enabling people who are disadvantaged to participate more fully in society.
Revenue only funds
Around £30,000 - £40,000

SportScotlandBuilding for Sport Program:
Community Facilities:
This strand covers the provision or upgrading of all facilities for the general
community. In the main, proposals will be led by local authorities, clubs,
trusts and the like. Eligible project types include the provision, extension or
upgrading of playing facilities, changing accommodation, storage for playing
equipment.
A 4 court sports Hall can attract max. partnership funding of £500,000.
A new 2 team changing block can attract £100,000.

The Robertson Trust
The four main priorities areas are:
Care
Health
Education and Training
Community Art and Sport.
The Trustees have identified a further 7 categories for support which are:
Animal Welfare, Civil Society, Communities, Culture, Heritage and Science,
Environment, Saving Lives and Young People and Families. They also support
regeneration and development projects – both innovative initiatives and
continuation funding.
Up to 10% of capital costs or a contribution to staffing costs.

Big Lottery (Growing Community Assets)
This should be checked for when it is open for bids in the cycle of funding
rounds for the Big Lottery.
This may be up to £1 million
Gannochy Trust (based in Perth)
Supports capital projects around addressing disadvantage and community
regeneration.
Up to circa £200,000

Cricket Scotland
Highlands and Islands Community Development Manager: Adam Park-Elliott
07751 991689
adamparkelliott@cricketscotland.com
Most funding appears to be sourced through SportScotland. They also make
applications through awards4all.

Tudor Trust
Some of the characteristics they look for include:
Organisations embedded in and have developed out of their communities
Organisations providing direct services to marginalised people
A focus on building stronger communities by overcoming isolation and fragmentation and encouraging inclusion, connection and integration
High levels of user involvement, and an emphasis on self-help where this is
appropriate. Work which addresses complex and multi-stranded, often difficult problems in unusual or imaginative ways.
Average grant is around £50,000 but can be much higher and can include
soft loans as well as grants.
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7.0 Potential funders continued
Scottish Powers Green Energy Trust scheme offers grants and awards for renewable and educational projects that will lead to an increase in the use and
understanding of renewable energy sources.
www.scottishpower.co.uk/green
Scottish Community and Householders Renewables Initiative
Feasibility work, planning and installation of renewable energy generation
technology in community buildings; energy efficiency features.
Up to £100,000
E.On Source Fund
Installation of renewable energy generation technology in community buildings; energy efficiency features.
Up to £30,000
Garfield Weston Foundation
This funder funds in areas of Arts, Community, Education, Welfare, Medical,
Social, Religion, Youth and Environment.
Circa £200,000
The Ashden Trust
A grant-making charity focusing on climate change, sustainable development
and improving the quality of life in poorer communities.
Up to £20,000 Commercial Sponsorship
This is unlikely to be secured until the project is definitely going ahead.
Carnegie Trust Rural Community Development Programme
http://rural.carnegieuktrust.org.uk
Public Subscription
This would be undertaken by encouraging financial support from local people.
Though this would encourage involvement and ownership, people are only
likely to offer funding if the event is absolutely going ahead. As a result this
may come later in the process.
Fundraising initiatives might range from brick sponsorship and collection
buckets at events.

WREN
Isle of Mull may be an eligible area.
CashBack for Communities
The latest strand of the Scottish Government’s CashBack for Communities
scheme is to be used to fund sports facilities in some of Scotland’s hardpressed communities.
Sports clubs and public bodies, including local authorities in partnership with
local clubs, will be able to apply for a share of the £2 million which Justice
Secretary Kenny MacAskill first announced in April 2009.
The money is to be invested in projects brought forward by the Scottish Football Association (SFA). While football is expected to be the main beneficiary,
other sports may also gain via access to the facilities.
Although the deadline passed in November, there may be further availability if
the £2 million is not allocated.
The Scottish Rural Development Programme
(SCDP)
£1.6 billion programme of economic, environmental and social measures
designed to develop rural Scotland over the next six years. Individuals and
groups may seek support to help deliver the Government’s strategic objectives
in rural Scotland.
The Scotland Rural Development Programme 2007-2013 includes measures
to address economic and social goals as well as environmental measures. It
is outcome-focused and primarily aims to deliver a Greener Scotland, and to
promote a Wealthier and Fairer rural Scotland. It will contribute to Healthier
and Smarter objectives and will help to strengthen rural communities.
It brings together a wide range of formerly separate support schemes including those covering the farming, forestry and primary processing sectors, rural
enterprise and business development, diversification and rural tourism. It
includes measures to support and encourage rural communities and delivers
the LEADER initiative for local innovation in rural areas.
The maximum project size for Leader ‘local innovative projects’ is £50,000
with grants being given up to 50%
Higher amounts may be possible
Social Investment Fund (SIF)
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7.0 Potential funders continued
The Social Investment Fund is a fund managed by Social Investment Scotland
on behalf of the Scottish Government. Its intension is to invest significant
amounts into social enterprises with commercial and social potential. It
mixes commercial loan, grant and risk capital elements at varying levels.
Up to £1 million
Loan Funders
The Scottish Investment Fund (part loan, grant and patient capital) may be a
source of funding for this project if it is demonstrable that the enterprise has
been trading for three years.
Social enterprise specific loan funders may be interested in potentially financing the project. This would depend on the strength of a business plan and a fit
with the social outcomes required. These include:
Charity Bank
Social Investment Scotland (SIS)
Triodos.
SIS - between 5% and 9% interest depending on risk. Max 10 year payment
period but less for revenue (likely to be 5 years).
Triodos - Minimum 3.5% increasing depending on the level of risk. Payment
period negotiable, but usually max 10 years.
Charity Bank - 7.5% (as it is unsecured) with a maximum 5 year period
An investigation here showed that financing from a mainstream bank was
likely to yield a lower interest rate.
They will fund to the amount that institutions have confidence can be repaid.
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